Memories of Memories: Historicity,
Nostalgia, and Archive in Bong
Joon-ho’s Memories of Murder
by JOSEPH JONGHYUN JEON
Abstract: This paper reads Bong Joon-ho’s Memories of Murder (2003) as a commentary on the possibilities of historicity at the proverbial end of history. It argues that the film
ultimately instantiates a kind of spectral historiography that comments on the archive’s
possibility as well as its limits.

oward the end of Memories of Murder (;IZQV]à Q +P¼]à WS; Bong Joon-ho, 2003),
,M\MK\Q^M+PW3QU:WMPI¸I[WZ\WN KWUQKJ]\LQ[\]ZJQVO[QLMSQKSÅO
ure—learns that he must have his leg amputated. A few days earlier, an in-
nocent former suspect had painfully driven a rusty nail into Cho’s leg during
the course of a drunken brawl. Left untreated, the leg becomes infected with teta-
V][INIK\+PWTMIZV[_PMVPMÅVITTaKPMKS[QV\W\PMPW[XQ\IT<PMQZWVaQ[KTMIZ"
Cho—basically a thug with a badge and little formal training—is fond of cruelly
SQKSQVO[][XMK\[IVLM^MVKW^MZ[PQ[JWW\_Q\PNIJZQKQVWZLMZ\WXZM^MV\[K]NÅVO
His ailment thus functions as symbolic punishment, and justice is belatedly served.
+Z]KQITTa\PM[IUMKIVVW\JM[IQLIJW]\\PMKMV\ZITU]ZLMZKI[MQV\PMÅTU#\PM
SQTTMZQ[VM^MZKI]OP\<PI\R][\QKMQ[[MZ^MLQVIKZQUMÅTU[PW]TLKWUMI[VW[]Z
XZQ[MJ]\\PMNIK\\PI\IXWTQKMWNÅKMZQ[\PMWJRMK\WN LQ[KQXTQVM[QOVIT[\PMÅTU¼[
larger ambivalence toward generic conventions.
Since its inception in the nineteenth century, the classic detective story has pro-
liferated so widely that it has become impossible to clearly delimit its characteristics.
;]JOMVZM[PI^MMUMZOML\PZQTTMZXWTQKMÅK\QWVXZQ^I\MMaMVIZZI\Q^MPIZLJWQTML
noir); women and minorities have taken on the duties of the detective, once the
X]Z^QM_WN _PQ\MUITM[#IVL\PM\ZILQ\QWVITTa?M[\MZVNWZUPI[JMMVZMKWVÅO]ZML
to suit the new international contexts to which it has been imported. Despite the
genre’s multiple permutations, however, what remains consistent is the propulsion
toward knowledge, the drive toward the truth. Thus, Todorov’s timeworn descrip-
\QWV WN  \PM L]IT [\Z]K\]ZM WN  \PM KTI[[QK LM\MK\Q^M ÅK\QWV LZQ^MV Ja \PM LQ[XIZQ\a
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between the veiled story of the crime and the emergent story of the investigation, still
holds a degree of descriptive purchase.1 This structure of disparity ensures that the
central actions of the narrative become those of searching, discovering, and ultimately
ascertaining knowledge. Even in manifestations of the form that ultimately refuse to
satisfy this impulse, there remains at least a provisional nod toward what is a teleo-
logical structure, in which justice and punishment are the ideal forms of closure that
function as juridical judgments based on the knowledge of the truth acquired through
investigation.2 This fundamentally epistemological imperative usually involves the re-
construction of the crime by the investigator, who separates the facts that matter from
those that are irrelevant, assembles this relevant data, and produces a narrative that
reconstructs the crime. In the most classic form, this process of investigation proceeds
from entropy to order, and what often propels this movement is the detective’s use of
clues. Franco Moretti argues that clues are not factsJ]\ZI\PMZZPM\WZQKITÅO]ZM[#KT]M[
ZMXZM[MV\IUWUMV\WN U]T\QXTMXW[[QJQTQ\QM[WN [QOVQÅKI\QWVIVL[MUIV\QKIUJQO]Q\a
that the detective must contain and reduce into a clear and unproblematic fact. The
task of the detective, according to Moretti, is thus to “dispel the entropy, the cultural
equiprobability that is produced by and is a relevant aspect of the crime: he will have
\WZMQV[\I\M\PM]VQ^WKITTQVS[JM\_MMV[QOVQÅMZ[IVL[QOVQÅML[º3 The fact, then, is a
[\IJQTQbMLKT]MQV_PQKP\PMUaZQILXW[[QJQTQ\QM[WN [QOVQÅKI\QWVPI^MJMMVKWV\IQVML
and to which one meaning has been ascribed.
In many ways, recent discussions of historiography are similar to those that sur-
round the detective genre. Both are concerned with rules and guidelines that inform
^IZQW][\ZILQ\QWV[WN VIZZI\Q^M\PI\IZM[XMKQÅKITTaQV\MVLML\W]VLMZ[\IVLIVLZMX-
resent a past that is, at least on some level, unknowable. Ronald R. Thomas has ar-
gued that “controlling the historical account is, indeed, the objective of most detective
stories: the detective’s goal is to tell the story of a past event that remains otherwise
]VSVW_VIVL]VM`XTIQVMLJaÅ`QVO\PMQLMV\Q\aWN I[][XMK\IVLÅTTQVOQV\PMJTIVS[
WN IJZWSMV[\WZaº4 On the one hand, historical empiricists, like Arthur Marwick, ar-
gue that, through a rigorous examination of primary sources, a historian is capable of
producing an accurate account of history. On the other hand, less positivist historians,
like Hayden White, emphasize the narrative quality of historical accounts and argue
\PI\PQ[\WZQWOZIXPaQ[QV^IZQIJTa\PM¹_WZSWN KWV[\Z]K\QWVZI\PMZ\PIVWN LQ[KW^MZaº5
<P][IVaPQ[\WZQKITIKKW]V\Q[I[ZMÆMK\Q^MWN \PMPQ[\WZQIV¼[XMZ[XMK\Q^MI[Q\Q[WN \PM
events or phenomena that she or he describes.
As in Todorov’s description of the disparity between the story of the crime and
the story of the investigation, at stake in these historiographic debates is the extent to
1

Tzvetan Todorov, The Poetics of Prose, trans. Richard Howard (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1977), 47.

2
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which the historian’s account of history can be regarded as an account of events as
they actually happened. In short, the abiding question of historiography is whether
or not it is itself possible. Another way to stage this debate, in terms that resonate
with Memories of Murder, is by contrasting the different attitudes toward historical facts
exhibited by each camp. Empiricists believe, as Michael A. Stanford puts it, that “a his-
\WZQKITNIK\IKKWZL[_Q\PIR]LOUMV\IJW]\\PMXI[\QV_PQKPPQ[\WZQIV[IOZMMº_PMZMI[
poststructuralists suggest, as E. H. Carr states, that “the facts of history never come to
us ‘pure’ since they do not and cannot exist in a pure form: they are always refracted
\PZW]OP\PMUQVLWN \PMZMKWZLMZº61VLQ[KW]Z[M[JW\PWN LM\MK\Q^MÅK\QWVIVLWN PQ[-
toriography, then, there is a special privilege accorded to the status of the fact, but one
in which the primacy and stability of the fact are called into question.
Memories of Murder is centrally concerned with ways in which detection might be
analogous to historical inquiry. And the reverse structure of justice, in which the po-
TQKMUIVJMKWUM[KZQUQVITQbMLQ[[aUX\WUI\QKWN ITIZOMZQV^MZ[QWVQV\PMÅTU_PQKP
stages the detective story as a failed mode of historiography. Based on the actual story
WN 3WZMI¼[ÅZ[\[MZQITSQTTMZ\PMÅTUQV\MZ_MI^M[IKZQUQVITVIZZI\Q^M_Q\PIVQUXTQK-
Q\TaZM\ZW[XMK\Q^MUMLQ\I\QWVWVUWLMZV3WZMI<PMXMZQWLZMXZM[MV\MLQV\PMÅTUQ[
an absolutely crucial moment in modern Korean history, coinciding with the end of
+PWà V<]P_IV¼[UQTQ\IZaLQK\I\WZ[PQXQV! #\PMIXXMIZIVKMWN ^QWTMV\KZQUM[QV\PM
[TMMXaZ]ZIT^QTTIOM[QV_PQKP\PMÅTUQ[[M\[MZ^M[I[I[aVMKLWKPMNWZ\PM^M`QVOMUMZ-
OMVKMWN 3WZMIVUWLMZVQ\aQVOMVMZIT*]\\PW]OP\PMÅTUVIZZI\M[IVIK\]IT[MZQM[WN 
events, it simultaneously breaks down the possibility of historical memory, and for the
same reasons that police investigation falls short: detectives, like the unsuccessful em-
piricist historian, ultimately cannot ascertain facts. So while the epistemological values
WN LM\MK\QWVXZW^QLM\PMOMVMZQKIZUI\]ZMNWZ\PMÅTUQV\PM[MZ^QKMWN I¹\Z]M[\WZaº
this framework is gradually emptied out, and the abiding momentum of the whodunit
narrative (along with its epistemological imperative) dissipates. In the end, the vio-
lent crimes cease to serve as occasions for trauma and function instead, strangely, as
objects of nostalgia, not because the murders themselves are somehow retroactively
celebrated, but because they mark a past in which both investigative detection and
historical memory seemed possible. Typical of the post–International Monetary Fund
15.ÅVIVKQITKZQ[Q[UWUMV\QV3WZMIVKQVMUI\PMÅTU\P][ZMOQ[\MZ[IVIV`QM\aWN 
forgetting that is distinct from traumatic repression, driven instead by an inability to
record fact in an uninhabited present. The present becomes forgotten, in other words,
not because time passes and memory fades or, alternately, because it is too painful, but
ZI\PMZJMKI][MWN IVQUIOQVMLQVIJQTQ\a\WUISMUMUWZQM[QV\PMÅZ[\XTIKM
Memories of Murder, in turn, redresses this breakdown by foregrounding the archival
XZWKML]ZM[WN IXIZ\QK]TIZPQ[\WZQKITUWUMV\I[I[Q\MWN XW\MV\QITZMUMLa<PMÅTU
abounds with archives, piles of documents, photographs, and other bits of evidence
collected in the course of investigation. But though any meager hope for historical
memory depends on the extent to which these archives might rectify the problem of
NWZOM\\QVO\PMPWXMWN \PMIZKPQ^MQV\PMÅTUQ[VW\\PMNM^MZQ[PLM[QZMNWZUMUWZa¼[
6

Michael A. Stanford, A Companion to the Study of History (Oxford, UK: Basil Blackwell, 1994), 124; E. H. Carr, What
Is History? (London: Penguin, 1987), 65.
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return, not what Derrida calls an archive fever or malady, which he describes as a
“compulsive, repetitive and nostalgic desire . . . to return to the origin, a homesick-
VM[[º7 Rather, it is a kind of spectral hope, to invoke an alternate Derridean notion,
for an archive that might recall not only the past but also the way in which that past
PI[ JMMV QZZM\ZQM^IJTa NWZOW\\MV <PM ÅTU ]T\QUI\MTa QV[\IV\QI\M[ I SQVL WN  [XMK\ZIT
historiography that comments on the archive’s possibility as well as its limits. The point
of such a historiography is not epistemological: truth, knowledge, and certainty of fact
ZMUIQV]VI^IQTIJTMQLMIT[:I\PMZ\PMÅTUI[XQZM[\W_IZLQUIOQVQVOIPM\MZWOMVMW][
history, in which knowledge about the past is informed by a recognition of the past’s
inevitable distance and absence. This formulation of historiography thus attends to
the central question of poststructuralist historiography, which focuses on its own terms
WN XW[[QJQTQ\a1N VIZZI\Q^M[WN PQ[\WZaZMÆMK\\PMKWV\QVOMVKQM[WN \PMQZW_VXW[Q\QWVIT-
ity as much as they recount historical events, then a responsible historiography should
hold these contingencies in balance, even when (and especially when) they produce
\MV[QWV_Q\PWVMIVW\PMZ)KZ]KQITNMI\]ZMWN PQ[\WZQWOZIXPaQV\PMÅTU\PMVQ[\PM
nostalgia that it invokes in its very title. Unlike the nostalgia that Derrida dismisses as a
kind of deluded homesickness, nostalgia in Memories of Murder functions in constructive
terms.
Generic Paperwork. In the course of the hospital scene, a striking detail registers
JZQMÆaWV\PM[KZMMV*MKI][M+PWPI[VWNIUQTa,M\MK\Q^M8IS;WVO3IVOPWU][\
approve the surgery. As he signs the requisite paperwork, we quickly see on the form
\PI\\PMLI\MQ[7K\WJMZ! XZMKQ[MTaIaMIZIN\MZ\PMÅZ[\U]ZLMZWKK]ZZMLI
NIK\MIZTQMZKWVÅZUMLJa\PMKWZWVMZIVLITUW[\IaMIZNZWU\PMLI\MWN \PMWXMV-
QVO[KMVMWN \PMÅTU7K\WJMZ! _PMV\PMÅZ[\KWZX[MQ[LQ[KW^MZML.QO]ZM
+WQVKQLMVKM[WN LI\MQV\PQ[ÅTUI[_M[PITT[MMIZMNIZNZWUKWQVKQLMV\IT0MZM
the camera lingers over the detail for a moment in a tight shot of the document.
This is a prominent trope
QV \PM ÅTU Y]QKS KTW[M
ups of documents and
newspapers that situate
the viewer in the chrono-
logical trajectory of the
QV^M[\QOI\QWV <PM ÅTUQK
apparatus—the material-
ity of the cinema, spe-
KQÅKITTa\PM[KZMMV¸KWQV-
Figure 1. The camera briefly lingers over hospital paperwork for Detec- cides in this moment with
tive Cho’s operation in Bong Joon-ho’s Memories of Murder (CJ Enter- the apparatus of bureau-
tainment, 2003).
cracy, paperwork. The
KTW[M]XWN \PMLWK]UMV\UW[\TaNZIUMLJa\PMMLOMWN \PMÅTU[KZMMVUWUMV-
tarily bridges the diegetic action of the characters with the extradiegetic viewing
7
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XMZNWZUML Ja \PM KQVMUI I]LQMVKM I[ QN  _M _MZM VW TWVOMZ _I\KPQVO I ÅTU J]\
rather reading this document, searching it for facts like the characters who hold
it in their hands. As in the apparatus theory of critics like Jean-Louis Baudry and
+PZQ[\QIV5M\bQV_PQKP\PMÅTUIXXIZI\][LW]JTM[\PMUWLM[WN \PMQLMWTWOQKIT
IVLX[aKPWTWOQKITIXXIZI\][*WVOPMZMUI\MZQITTaTQVS[ÅTU\W[\Z]K\]ZM[WN XW_MZ
J]\PQ[NWK][Q[]T\QUI\MTaÅVMZI\\]VML\W\PMN]VLIUMV\ITideologeme that authorizes
these power structures and animates the archive. In particular, Bong places an em-
phasis on the fact.
 1V\PMVIZZI\Q^MWN \PMÅTUQ\[MTN[WTQLNIK\[IZMPIZL\WKWUMJa#\PMQV^M[\QOI\QWV
consists of a series of vigorously pursued trails that ultimately reach a dead end. At
one point, for example, Detective Pak becomes convinced that the perpetrator is com-
pletely hairless, based on the lack of hair samples found at the crime scenes, and so
decides to hang around a bathhouse, keeping an eye out for a man without any pubic
PIQZ6MMLTM[[\W[IaPQ[MNNWZ\[NIQT/Q^MV\PMLQNÅK]T\a\PI\\PMLM\MK\Q^M[QV\PMÅTU
have ascertaining facts (who killed the victim, when, where, why, and how?), the plain
appearance of such a fact as a date is arresting, particularly in the banal, bureaucratic
form of a hospital document. Marking an important, though otherwise unacknowl-
MLOMLIVVQ^MZ[IZa\PQ[NIK\ZMUQVL[][\PI\IaMIZPI[XI[[ML[QVKM\PMÅZ[\U]ZLMZ
but at the same time it calls attention to the paucity of facts in the investigation. In-
LMMLQ\[MMU[\PI\\PMWVTaKMZ\IQV\a_MKIVKTIQUWVMPW]ZIVLNWZ\aÅ^MUQV]\M[QV\W
IÅTU\PI\Q[R][\W^MZ\_WPW]Z[TWVOQ[\PMNIK\WN \QUM
So, though we are rarely offered dependable investigative facts throughout the
ÅTU_MIZMKWV[\IV\TaZMUQVLMLI[QN QVKWUXMV[I\QWVWN KITMVLZQKIT\QUM,I\M[
QV\PMÅTUIZMXZW^QLML_Q\PZMO]TIZQ\aVW\WVTaM`\ZILQMOM\QKITTaWV\PM[KZMMVJ]\
also consistently in diegetic form via the news media, particularly in print. Painfully
aware of the public antipathy toward the police in the period (especially in the de-
KILMNWTTW_QVO\PMVW\WZQW][3_IVOR]]XZQ[QVOQV! \PMXWTQKMKPQMN Q[KWV[\IV\Ta
reading about his murder in-
vestigation in the Seoul-based
+PW[WàV 1TJW, Korea’s oldest
and largest newspaper. The
chief ’s concern for public re-
lations highlights the extent
to which the events in this
remote rural village have gar-
nered national attention; po-
lice activity itself has become
the object of scrutiny. So even Figure 2. A tight shot shows Chosŏn Ilbo, Korea’s most widely
as the police investigate the distributed newspaper, in Memories of Murder (CJ Entertainment,
crimes, they themselves are 2003).
investigated; they become as much the objects of surveillance as their suspects. In
the newspaper shots, the camera focuses in on a news story that presents the facts
of the investigation (Figure 2). At the top edge of the screen, which coincides with
the newspaper page, we can see the date, along with an account of various key, often
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embarrassing, moments in the investigation. Combined with the rehashing of dates
throughout as an element of police work, we get a sense of time simply passing.
 1V\PQ[_Ia\PMÅTUQV[\IV\QI\M[_PI\?IT\MZ*MVRIUQVNIUW][TaLM[KZQJMLI[¹PW-
UWOMVMW][IVLMUX\a\QUMº_PQKPI[*MVMLQK\)VLMZ[WV[]OOM[\[Q[UIZSML¹Ja
\MUXWZIT KWQVKQLMVKM IVL UMI[]ZML Ja KTWKS IVL KITMVLIZº8 In contrast to messi-
anic time I XZMUWLMZV KWVKMX\QWV \PI\ Q[ UIZSML Ja ¹XZMÅO]ZQVO IVL N]TÅTTUMV\º
homogeneous and empty time, for Anderson, is crucial to the birth of a nation’s imagined
community because it allows for a developing sense of temporal coincidence between
ÅO]ZM[_PWW\PMZ_Q[MLWVW\QV\MZIK\#\P][IKWPMZMV\[WKQM\aQ[KWV[\Z]K\MLW]\WN 
discrete individuals.9 As we will see, the relationship between calendrical time and the
KWV[\Z]K\QWVWN IUWLMZV3WZMIVVI\QWVPWWLQ[KMZ\IQVTaIKWVKMZVWN \PMÅTU*]\
for the moment, I want to consider the emptiness of this version of time. In messianic
time, events are understood in relation to one another according to some preordained
order, but the modern conception of time implies no such order. Similarly, in Memories
of Murder, the fact of time (and, indeed, facts in general), as presented both in news
media and also on the bureaucratic hospital document, is ultimately marked not just
I[QVLM\MZUQVI\MJ]\IT[WI[JIVIT7Z\W][MI_WZL\PI\JMKWUM[[QOVQÅKIV\TI\MZQV
\PMÅTU\PMNIK\Q[ordinary.
If one primary site of the ordinary fact is in the bureaucratic documents of the
state (with particular emphasis on police paperwork), then the alternative site that
\PMÅTUWNNMZ[Q[\PMVM_[XIXMZ_PQKPN]VK\QWV[VW\WVTaI[IVIVITWOW][NWZU\W\PM
imagined community of the nation, as Anderson would have it, but also as an alternate
UWLMTNWZQV^M[\QOI\Q^MLM\MK\QWV\PI\\PZMI\MV[\PMXW_MZWN \PM[\I\M;QOVQÅKIV\Ta
VM_[XIXMZ[LWVW\[]KKMML_PMZM\PMXWTQKMNIQT#\PMVM_[XIXMZ[QV\PMÅTULWVW\QV
any way supplement the facts of the murder investigation or solve the case. Rather,
the newspapers check the power of the police by making police unscrupulousness the
object of their investigation and by offering an alternative model of historiography
that wrests the ordinary facts of everyday life away from the state and its bureaucrats.
 <PZW]OP\PMNWK][WVVM_[XIXMZ[\PMÅTUM`XIVL[Q\[Y]M[\QWVQVOWN \PMNIK\\W
the scale of history, and an implicit preoccupation that emerges is the status of history
in a milieu where facts are not only scarce but also underwhelming. One might ask,
\PMVLWM[\PMXI]KQ\aWN NIK\QV\PQ[ÅTUIT[WUIZS\PMMVLWN PQ[\WZa')[XZM^QW][Ta
UMV\QWVML\PMÅTUQ[JI[MLWV\PM\Z]M[\WZaWN 3WZMI¼[ÅZ[\[MZQITSQTTMZ_PW_I[
never caught. The lack of closure in the investigation becomes an occasion for the
ÅTU\WM`XTWZMLMMXMZNIQT]ZM[WN PQ[\WZQKITUMUWZa*]\Memories of Murder does more
than simply register the frustrations of investigation, and instead transforms this story
of failed detection into a parable of epistemological uncertainty, expanding its scope
such that it becomes a historical parable. The emergence of a serial killer in the rural
areas of Korea functions to signal an encroaching modernity and awakens this rustic
setting to the horrors of modern life.
8

Walter Benjamin, Illuminations: Essays and Reflections, ed. Hannah Arendt (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1968), 263; Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism
(London: Verso, 1983), 24.
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 .]Z\PMZUWZM\PMaMIZ[\PI\JZIKSM\\PMÅTU¸! IVL¸IZM[QOVQÅKIV\QV
relation to Korean history, as they denote a period that coincides with Korea’s emer-
OMVKMI[IOTWJITQbML_WZTLMKWVWUa)[I[WUM_PI\ZMXZM[MV\I\Q^MÅO]ZMWN \PI\[PQN\
Detective Pak transforms from small-town detective to urban salaryman over the years;
\PMÅTU[SQX[\PM[XMKQÅK[QV[\MIL][QVO\PM\ZIV[NWZUI\QWV\WITTMOWZQbM\PMTIZOMZLM-
mographic shift that characterized Korean modernity. As in Park Chan-wook’s Oldboy
 QV _PQKP \PM XZW\IOWVQ[\ ,IM[] Q[ QUXZQ[WVML NWZ ÅN\MMV aMIZ[ ZW]OPTa NZWU
\PM \QUM WN  \PM ;MW]T7TaUXQK[QV! ]V\QTIN\MZ\PM15.KZQ[Q[QV\PMTI\M!![
Memories of Murder paradoxically foregrounds the era of Korea’s rapid modernization
by skipping quickly over it. Oldboy compresses the period into a split-screen montage
that juxtaposes Daesu’s excruciatingly incremental efforts to escape his cell with media
representations of the major national and global historical events that he misses while
incarcerated. More radically, Memories of Murder omits the intervening period entirely.
;QOVQÅKIV\Ta\PMLI\M[WN ,IM[]¼[QUXZQ[WVUMV\QVOldboy IZMITUW[\XZMKQ[MTa\PMÅN-
teen years that Memories of Murder[SQX[W^MZ! \W<PQ[MTQ[QWVQVJW\PÅTU[
gives historical change the effect of suddenness; it is not gradual, but something we
awake to discover, much to our surprise and confusion, as if we had not just forgotten
\PMXZM^QW][XMZQWLJ]\[WUMPW_NIQTML\WM`XMZQMVKMQ\XZWXMZTaQV\PMÅZ[\XTIKM
It is thus not enough to say that Memories of Murder plays with the genre according
to postmodern orthodoxy, compressing time, unmooring fact, undermining metanar-
ratives, and tautologically making certainty impossible even as it coaxes us toward it. It
Q[QV[]NÅKQMV\I[_MTT[QUXTa\WNWZMOZW]VLVI\QWVITLQNNMZMVKM¸\WKTIQUNWZM`IUXTM
\PI\\PMÅTUZMQUIOQVM[\PM0WTTa_WWLKZQUM\PZQTTMZQVI3WZMIVKWV\M`\10 It is also
VW\MVW]OP\WOZW]X\PMÅTUQV\W\PMZWJ][\\ZILQ\QWVWN 3WZMIV\ZI]UIVIZZI\Q^M[
like Peppermint Candy (Pakha satang; Lee Chang-dong, 2000), which link the desire to for-
get to historical repression and thus to Korea’s traumatic experiences of colonization,
war, and dictatorship.11 Furthermore, Memories of Murder is not exactly a “metaphysical
LM\MK\Q^M[\WZaº_PQKPNWZMOZW]VL[IJ[\ZIK\XPQTW[WXPQKITY]M[\QWV[WN ZMITQ\aIVLM`Q[-
tence through the mental peregrinations of its investigators as investigation itself loses
any urgency.12:I\PMZWVMU][\ZMKWOVQbM\PM_IaQV_PQKP\PMÅTUÅZ[\MV\P][QI[\Q-
KITTaMUJWLQM[IVL\PMVIXI\PM\QKITTaIJIVLWV[OMVMZQKKWV^MV\QWV[<PMÅTUJMOQV[
comfortably within the all-too-familiar terms of the blockbuster mystery-thriller, and
although the mystery-thriller tropes are rendered artfully in Bong’s deft hands, they re-
main highly recognizable within this generic territory. The streetwise, intuitive detective
KTI[PM[_Q\PI[KQMV\QÅKITTaQVNWZUML\MKPVWKZI\J]\I[WVMUQOP\M`XMK\\PMQZIJZI-
sive relationship eventually evolves into one of mutual respect. There are false leads,
chase scenes, young women in danger. Furthermore, any casual viewer of Law and Order
6*+!!·WZIVaW\PMZKWV^MV\QWVITXZWKML]ZIT_QTTQUUMLQI\MTaZMKWOVQbM
10 See Christina Klein, “Why American Studies Needs to Think about Korean Cinema, or Transnational Genres in the
Films of Bong Joon-ho,” American Quarterly 60, no. 4 (2008): 873.
11 See Kyung Hyun Kim, The Remasculinization of Korean Cinema (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2004),
22–26.
12 Patricia Merivale and Susan Elizabeth Sweeney, “The Game’s Afoot: On the Trail of the Metaphysical Detective
Story,” in Detecting Texts: The Metaphysical Detective Story from Poe to Postmodernism, ed. Merivale and Sweeney
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1998), 2–4.
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the harsh interrogation room scenes, the police chief (gruff, but ultimately well inten-
tioned) haranguing the detectives for their screwups, the tense interviews with witnesses,
the cordoned-off crime scenes ringed with curious onlookers, and the police bantering
as they survey the site for clues. As if nodding to low-brow generic conventions, the
detectives at one point even watch a popular television cop show called Inspector Chief.
<PW]OPQ\]T\QUI\MTa\ZIV[KMVL[\PMU\PQ[Q[IÅTUN]TTWN KTQKPu[
 *]\ R][\ I[ ^QM_MZ[ [M\\TM QV \W _PI\ [PW]TL JM I ZMKWOVQbIJTM NWZU]TI \PM ÅTU
seems to lose interest in its own generic commitments. My claim here is not so much
that it reinvents the genre, but rather that it seems compelled to discard it. As the cycle
of murder and subsequent investigation turns increasingly episodic and becomes less
LZQ^MVJaIVQUXMZI\Q^M\WLQ[KW^MZ\PM\Z]\P\PMÅTUZMXTIKM[WVM[MV[MWN \MUXWZIT-
ity with another; the teleological gives way to the indeterminate. The familiar teleol-
ogy of the detective plot gradually loses its momentum and eventually dissipates, as if
to reveal that we were never moving toward an end, but rather wandering around aim-
TM[[TaI[QVWVMWN \PMTIZOMÅMTL[\PI\\PMÅTU¼[KQVMUI\WOZIXPaNZMY]MV\TaKIX\]ZM[QV
its steady, wide-angle gazes.
 <PM[M\ZIV[NWZUI\QWV[IZMJW\PLMÅVQ\Q^MIVLVMIZTaQUXMZKMX\QJTM?PI\[MMUML
to be urgency now becomes, from this wider perspective, mere anxiety, which in turn
further disperses into a kind of amnesiac haze. History and crime are no longer trau-
matic, not because the old wounds have been healed or because troubling cases have
been solved, but because they are no longer remembered. And what had seemed a plot
of detection becomes something like a narrative of nostalgia in which the object of
nostalgia is ambiguous. It is crucial to note here that the particular form of memory
\PI\\PMÅTU¼[3WZMIV\Q\TM[QOVQÅM[KP¼]à WS, is one that implies nostalgic fondness. But
though nostalgia replaces detection and investigation as a kind of compensatory mode
of looking at the past, this is not just any nostalgia and not a kind of Derridean archive
fever. Rather, the title registers nostalgia for violent death, as if murder were to be
remembered fondly, and as if the archive could confront the specter of its own violent
forgetting.
There is such a seamless transition between narrative modes, from detection to nos-
talgia, that one scarcely notices that the initial rules of the game have shifted. As the
murders pile up, the detectives’ investigation stalls, so as the events proceed, they seem
to repeat rather than to progress. Plot gives way to episode, and episode gives way to
incident, each step on this steady continuum betraying the false promises of suspense
and delivering only dead ends or banalities. At stake is our attitude, not just toward
\PM PQ[\WZQKIT XI[\ J]\ UWZM [XMKQÅKITTa \W_IZL \PM ZMKMV\ XI[\ \PI\ _PQKP [MMU[
proximate to the present but also appears threatened by the widespread forgetting that
XMZ^ILM[W]ZIOM<PMJIVITQ\aWN \PMNIK\QV\PMÅTU1IZO]MZMOQ[\MZ[IXZWNW]VL
anxiety about historical memory, but not so much about whether old traditions will be
preserved. Rather, Memories of Murder registers an anxiety about how the present and
recent past will be remembered, and about how current events will be processed into
historical knowledge, given the attenuated status accorded to the fact.
 <PMÅTUUWJQTQbM[V]UMZW][OMVMZQKLM^QKM[IVLUW\QN[[XMKQÅKITTa\PW[MWN \PM
detective-thriller variant, but then disappoints any expectations of closure and any
J]QT\]XIV\QKQXI\WZa[][XMV[M<PQ[SQVLWN OMVZMJMVLQVOQ[KMV\ZIT\W*WVO¼[ÅTUQK
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practice, which often displays a propensity for brilliantly juxtaposing cacophonous ge-
VMZQKMTMUMV\[0Q[UI[\MZN]TÅTUThe Host (Koemul#*WVO2WWVPWNWZM`IUXTM
blends elements of the Godzilla-like monster movie with unlikely partners (melo-
drama and slapstick) into a brilliantly baroque assemblage.13 As in Memories of Murder,
genre bending in The Host disappoints the social expectations that come along with
genre: the monster, for example, functions far less allegorically (or more complexly so)
QVKWUXIZQ[WV\W[Ia\PM_IaQV_PQKP.ZIVSMV[\MQV¼[UWV[\MZÅO]ZM[\PMLIZS[QLM
of Enlightenment rationality in Mary Shelley’s novel or the way in which the towering
Godzilla embodies the twin horrors of urbanization and modernization in Japanese
cinema.14 At stake in Memories of Murder, then, is not only the limit of category but also
what it means to give up on a genre that has been so thoroughly propelled by a drive
\W_IZL\Z]\P)VL_PI\Q[[\ZQSQVOIJW]\\PMÅTUQ[\PM_IaQV_PQKP\PM[MOMVMZQK
Y]M[\QWV[JMKWUMMV\IVOTML_Q\PLQNÅK]T\PQ[\WZQKITY]M[\QWV[IJW]\\PMKWV[MY]MVKM[
WN 3WZMIVUWLMZVQ\a1V[PWZ\\PMÅTUTQVS[OMVMZQK\ZILQ\QWV\WK]T\]ZIT\ZILQ\QWVIVL
imperils both. In this entire calculus, the underlying problem is like a kind of amnesia,
forcing us to ask foggily, where are we and how did we get here? Ultimately, the real
UQ[[QVOXMZ[WVQV\PMÅTUQ[VMQ\PMZ\PMIJ[MV\U]ZLMZMZVWZIV]VNW]VL^QK\QUJ]\
rather the body politic of the national imaginary.
Kind of Plain, Just Ordinary. As stated above, the detectives never catch the killer,
and there is no punishment or justice (except for the aforementioned reprimand of
Detective Cho). The lack of closure has to do of course with the desire to remain true
\W\PMWZQOQVIT]V[WT^MLU]ZLMZ[WV_PQKP\PMÅTUQ[JI[MLJ]\Q\Q[[QOVQÅKIV\\WVW\M
\PI\\PMUIQVVIZZI\Q^MWN \PMÅTUMVL[TI\MQV! WUQ\\QVO\PM[]J[MY]MV\U]ZLMZ[
_PQKPKWV\QV]ML]V\QT!!I[_MTTI[\PMWVOWQVOQV^M[\QOI\QWV1V[WLWQVO\PMÅTU¼[
\QUMNZIUMIT[WKWVVMK\[\PMMVLWN \PMQV^M[\QOI\QWV_Q\P\PMMVLWN +PWà V<]P_IV¼[
military dictatorship and the beginning of democratic globalization. As Michael Rob-
QV[WVPI[[]OOM[\ML¹<PMaMIZ! Q[OMVMZITTaIKKMX\MLI[I_I\MZ[PMLJM\_MMVI
long period of military intrusion in South Korean politics and a shift toward more
WXMVTQJMZITLMUWKZI\QKOW^MZVIVKMº15 Instead of following the subsequent murders,
\PMÅTUKTQUI`M[QVIVIV\QKTQUI`XIZM`KMTTMVKMI\\PMXWQV\_PMZM\PMUIQV[][XMK\
is proved innocent, a moment that registers the absolute failure of detection, including
JW\P ,M\MK\Q^M ;Wà¼[ UWLMZV [KQMV\QÅK UM\PWL IVL ,M\MK\Q^M 8IS¼[ UWZM PWUM[X]V
13 Klein, “Why American Studies Needs to Think about Korean Cinema,” 880. See also Darcy Paquet, “Genrebending
in Contemporary Korean Cinema,” July 6, 2000, http://www.koreanfilm.org/genrebending.html.
14 One could argue that the monster allegorically figures US military presence and imperial influence in Korea. Certainly, the genesis of the monster, which is somehow a product of chemicals dumped into the Han River by US
military scientists, seems to support this reading. But at the same time, the allegory in the film seems somewhat
complacent, seeming to diffuse and displace the location of the monstrosity. The monster as allegory thus becomes
more abstract, a figure perhaps of neoliberalism or globalization, the perils of which are themselves characteristically diffuse. See Hsuan L. Hsu, “The Dangers of Biosecurity: The Host and the Geopolitics of Outbreak,” Jump
Cut: A Review of Contemporary Media 51 (Spring 2009): http://ejumpcut.org/archive/jc51.2009/Host/index.html.
It should also be noted that the actual computer-generated imagery of the monster was outsourced to a US graphics
company, further complicating the allegorical registers of the monster’s monstrosity.
15 Michael Robinson, “Contemporary Cultural Production in South Korea: Vanishing Meta-Narratives of Nation,” in
New Korean Cinema, ed. Chi-yun Shin and Julian Stringer (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2005), 15.
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IXXZWIKP<PZW]OPW]\\PMÅTU;WàUISM[KTMIZPQ[ÅLMTQ\a\WWZLMZTa[KQMV\QÅKQV^M[\Q-
gation, repeating on a number of occasions what is something of a catchphrase, that
¹LWK]UMV\[ VM^MZ TQMº *a KWV\ZI[\ 8IS NI^WZ[ I UWZM QV\]Q\Q^M VMIZTa [PIUIVQ[\QK
form of investigation, telling his suspects to look into his eyes so that Pak might discern
their guilt.
 )T\PW]OP\PMÅTU[MMU[\WXZQ^QTMOM;Wà¼[MNNMK\Q^M[MZQW][VM[[W^MZ8IS¼[J]NNWWV-
MZaJW\P]T\QUI\MTaXZW^MQVILMY]I\M1V\PMKTQUIK\QK[KMVM;WàTMIZV[\PI\\PMTI\M[\
victim is a young girl he had met through the course of the investigation. Suddenly,
;WàTW[M[PQ[XI\QMVKMIVL[PML[PQ[KWUUQ\UMV\\W[KQMV\QÅKUM\PWLI[_MTTI[IVa
concern for habeas corpus, dragging the main suspect forcefully from his home to a
remote railroad tunnel where he plans to mete out justice with his own hands. “No-
JWLa_QTTKIZMQN 1SQTTaW]ºPM\MTT[\PMaW]VOUIVLZI_QVOPQ[O]VIVLSQKSQVOPQU
QVPWXM[WN NWZKQVOIJMTI\MLKWVNM[[QWV*MNWZM;WàKIVÅVQ[P\PMRWJ8ISIZZQ^M[_Q\P
paperwork from the United States containing the results of DNA tests. (The detec-
tives had sent the sample abroad because adequate technology did not yet exist in
3WZMI8ISPIVL[Q\\W;WàIVLK]NN[\PM[][XMK\ITZMILaI[[]UQVO\PI\\PMLWK]UMV\
_QTTKWVÅZU\PMQZ[][XQKQWV[;Wà\MIZ[WXMV\PMMV^MTWXMIVLM`IUQVM[\PMLWK]UMV\
?M [MM I KTW[M]X WN  \PM LWK]UMV\ W^MZ ;Wà¼[ [PW]TLMZ IVL _M KI\KP I OTQUX[M WN 
\PMLI\MWV_PQKP\PMZMY]M[\_I[[MV\\W\PMTIJWZI\WZa7K\WJMZ! <PQ[Q[
NWTTW_MLJaI\QOP\[PW\WN ;Wà¼[I[\WVQ[PMLNIKM_Q\P\PMKIUMZIXTIKMLJMPQVL\PM
documents, and then an even closer shot of the document focusing on the most im-
portant paragraph, which states that the suspect’s DNA does not match that found at
the crime scenes (Figure 3).
 )\\PQ[XWQV\;WàKWUXTM\MTaIJIVLWV[PQ[NIQ\PQVLWK]UMV\[¹<PMZM¼[IUQ[\ISMº
PM[Ia[¹<PQ[LWK]UMV\Q[ITQM1LWV¼\VMMLQ\º0M\W[[M[\PMXIXMZ[\W\PMOZW]VL
and walks to his gun, which he had
dropped earlier, as Pak scrambles
to the documents. Pak intervenes
with his own investigative method
and tells the suspect to look into his
eyes, but he is unable to discern the
suspect’s guilt. Resigned, Pak re-
leases the suspect from his grip as a
train emerges from the tunnel. Still
cuffed, the suspect stumbles away
Figure 3. Detective Sŏ examines DNA test results sent from into the dark tunnel. A frustrated
a US lab in Memories of Murder (CJ Entertainment, 2003). ;W
à [PWW\[ _QTLTa I\ PQU J]\ 8IS
pushes his arm to redirect the shots, leaving the suspect to follow the tracks into the
darkness. The elegiac music that has played throughout the scene resolves in a sorrow-
N]TNWZMJWLQVOKPWZLI[\PM[KZMMVNILM[\WJTIKS<PQ[ÅVITLIZSVM[[WN \PM\]VVMT
I[\PMUIQV[][XMK\ZM\ZMI\[QV\WQ\[QOVIT[WVKMIVLNWZITT\PMÅVITNIQT]ZMWN \PMNIK\
ÅO]ZQVOLM\MK\QWVI[I\JM[\I\MV]W][M`MZKQ[MQV[XMK]TI\QWVIVLI\_WZ[MIVIK\WN 
hubris. The moment marked here—the end of the investigation, the end of military
dictatorship, the beginning of economic growth and democracy—is sounded by a
decidedly mournful tone.
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 <PM VW[\ITOQI NWZ U]ZLMZ QUXTQML QV \PM ÅTU¼[ \Q\TM Q[ VW\ I [ILWUI[WKPQ[U \PI\
takes pleasure in cruelty and violence, but rather an expression of a particularly vexed
relationship to the certainty of facts, and thus the failure of the investigation opens
WV\WIJZWILMZUWZMXMZ^I[Q^M[MV[MWN ]V[M\\TQVOQVLM\MZUQVIKa?MÅVLW]\QV\PM
ÅTU¼[LMVW]MUMV\[M\QV_PMV\PMVIZZI\Q^MXQKS[]XaMIZ[IN\MZ\PMKTQUIK\QK
moments of the investigation, that Detective Pak has quit his job and become a juice-
machine salesman, living with his family in a modern apartment, perhaps in Seoul,
like many formerly rural residents who migrated to Korea’s capital and economic cen-
\MZ+Z]KQITTa\PMÅTUPI[IT[WTMIXMLW^MZ\PMMV\QZMXMZQWLWN 3WZMIVUWLMZVQbI\QWV
picking up after the fact. We see that Pak has adopted a more Western style of dress
(he wears a suit and a tie), eats sitting at a table with chairs instead of cross-legged on
\PMÆWWZIVLPI[\ZW]JTMLZI_QVO\PMI\\MV\QWVWN PQ[KPQTLZMVI_IaNZWU^QLMWOIUM[
and cell phones. On a sales trip, the former detective returns to the countryside and
[MM[\PMÅMTL_PMZM\PMÅZ[\KWZX[M_I[LQ[KW^MZMLJIKSQV! #PM\MTT[\PMLZQ^MZ\W
pull over. Wandering wistfully to the old crime scene, an irrigation ditch in the vast
ÅMTLPMÅVL[IaW]VOOQZT_PW\MTT[\PMNWZUMZLM\MK\Q^M\PI\[PMPIL[MMVIUIVVW\
too long before looking into the same ditch. When the girl asked this stranger why he
was looking, she explains, he told her that he had done something there years ago and
had come back to take a look. Realizing that this young girl has seen and can identify
the murderer, the former detective asks what he looked like. We see a cautious glimmer
of the old investigative curiosity and anticipation in his face. But the girl disappoints.
¹3QVLWN XTIQVº[PM[Ia[¹R][\WZLQVIZaº
 1VKWV\ZI[\\W\PM\MTMWTWOQKITXTW\WN \PM\ZILQ\QWVITLM\MK\Q^M[\WZa\PMÅVITNIK\
the only one we know for certain about the murderer, is the fact of his ordinariness.
The potential testimony of an eyewitness thus becomes useless. Distinguished as in-
LQ[\QVO]Q[PIJTa U]VLIVM TQSM \PM NIK\ WN  \PM LI\M MIZTQMZ QV \PM ÅTU \PM U]ZLMZMZ
functions no longer as the antagonist, but more as the object of nostalgia for a time
when the certain fact still seemed possible, even as these possibilities were disappearing.
)[[QOVQÅMLJa\PMZM\]ZV\W\PMUQ[MMV[KvVMWN \PMÅTU¼[WXMVQVO_Q\PQ\[W[KQTTI-
tions between tight shots of faces and wide shots of landscapes, we have not progressed
much from the beginning. Facts have not accumulated, and history is blank: we still
have no satisfactory way to understand what has transpired, no traction with which to
generate narrative coherencies that make sense of experience. The former detective
pauses for a moment to absorb the information; we see a close-up of his face before
the image fades to black, then the credits roll against a black background for a moment
JMNWZMIÅVIT_QLM[PW\WN \PMÅMTLMUMZOM[
 <PM[MY]MVKMUQZZWZ[_Q\PILQNNMZMVKM\PMWXMVQVO[PW\[WN \PMÅTU_PQKPNWK][
KTW[MTaWV\PMNIKMWN IaW]VOJWaQV\PMÅMTL_PWPQU[MTN Q[NWK][QVOQV\MV\TaWVI
[UITTQV[MK\XMZKPMLWVPQ[ÅVOMZIVQV[\IVKMWN KTW[MTWWSQVO\PI\KWV\ZI[\[IOIQV[\
\PM_QLMZ^QM_[WN \PMTIVL[KIXMIVLPWZQbWVIVLWVM\PI\[]OOM[\[\PI\\PMWXMVÅMTL
Q[VW\]VQV\MTTQOQJTaQVLM\MZUQVI\M¸Q\Q[ZWJ][\TaÅTTML_Q\PXIZ\QK]TIZ[<PQ[\ZWXMQ[
QUUMLQI\MTaZMXMI\MLQV,M\MK\Q^M8IS¼[QVQ\QITM`IUQVI\QWVWN \PMÅZ[\KWZX[M_PQKP
PMÅVL[PQLLMVQVIKW^MZML[MOUMV\WN IVW\PMZ_Q[MWXMVQZZQOI\QWVKPIVVMT.QO]ZM
4). The enclosed space forms a small dark tunnel about the size, appropriately, of a cof-
ÅV<PMLM\MK\Q^MTMIV[QV\WTWWSI\\PMKWZX[MQV\PMVIZZW_[XIKMIVL\PMVTWWS[]X
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at the boy, who sits perched on the concrete directly above the corpse, which he cannot
see. He peers quizzically back at Pak. The decomposing corpse as evidence of a brutal
crime contrasts with the cute innocence of the boy, unaware of the corpse beneath
him. Pak barks at some noisy children nearby, and the boy begins to parrot everything
he says, even mimicking Pak’s facial expressions, in a typically Bongian comic moment
that breaks from the tragedy at hand and redirects its emotional energies. The scene
MVL[_Q\PI[PW\WN \PM^I[\WXMVÅMTLI[\PMWXMVQVOKZMLQ\[IXXMIZ<PMÅMTLTQSM
\PMJWaXZW^QLM[IVWXXW[QVOQUIOM\W\PMKWZX[M<PMMVKTW[MLKWZX[MUIZS[ÅVIT-
ity and thus a linear temporality that has a beginning, middle, and clear end (death).
*aKWV\ZI[\\PMWXMVÅMTLQ[JW]VLMLWVTaJaPWZQbWV[_PQKPNWZM^MZZMKMLMI[WVM
approaches them. The corpse draws the detective not only into investigation but also
into its version of temporality, demanding a narrative closure that matches the corpse’s
W_V]VNWZ\]VI\M[MV[MWN \MTMWTWOa*]\I[_MPI^M[MMVLM\MK\QWVQV\PMÅTUNIQT[\W
meet the call.
In Korean culture, the rural areas of the nation often evoke nostalgic responses.
Many urban residents maintain ties to their ancestral hometowns, where they care
for the gravesites of their de-
ceased relatives. Though the
WXMVÅMTLLMXQK\MLQV\PMWXMV-
QVOWN \PMÅTUQ[QVLMMLZMLWTMV\
of this kind of nostalgia, this
setting functions differently by
\PM MVL :I\PMZ \PIV ÅO]ZQVO I
premodern past, a bygone agrar-
QIV_IaWN TQNM\PMÅMTLQV\PM[M
ÅVIT[KMVM[IN\MZ8IS\ITS[\W\PM
Figure 4. Detective Pak looks into a covered portion of an ir- young girl, do not trigger nostal-
rigation ditch at the first corpse in Memories of Murder (CJ gia exactly, but instead appropri-
Entertainment, 2003).
ate the nostalgic gaze in order to
ÅO]ZM\PM]VKMZ\IQV\QM[WN \PMN]\]ZMWN _PI\KWUM[IN\MZUWLMZVQbI\QWV+W]V\MZ-
XW[MLIOIQV[\8IS¼[LQ[\ZM[[MLOIbMIN\MZ\PMaW]VOOQZT¼[ZM^MTI\QWV\PMÅVIT[PW\WN \PM
WXMVÅMTL[MZ^M[UWZMI[\PMTIVL[KIXMWV\W_PQKP8IS¼[LQ[KWUNWZ\Q[XZWRMK\ML\PIV
as a source of comfort. In other words, though the wide-open space might stand in
KWV\ZI[\\W;MW]T¼[J]ZOMWVQVOKQ\a[KIXM[Q\N]VK\QWV[PMZMI[IÅO]ZMNWZ\PMLI]V\QVO
XZW[XMK\WN WV\WTWOQKIT]VKMZ\IQV\aIVLQVÅVQ\MXW[[QJQTQ\aIVLI[IZMXW[Q\WZaNWZITT
\PM]V[M\\TMLIV`QM\aTMN\JMPQVLJa\PMNIQT]ZMWN LM\MK\QWVQV\PMÅTU1N \PMÅTU¼[\Q\TM
suggests nostalgia, then it does so in unfamiliar modes, bearing witness to the indeter-
minate present rather than expressing longing for a prelapsarian home.
Nostalgia is typically associated with illusion and false consciousness, but nostalgia
NWZU]ZLMZNWZ^QWTMVKMQV\PMÅTUQ[XW[Q\MLI[IUWLMWN PQ[\WZQWOZIXPaPW_M^MZ
limited, at the very moment when fact seems inevitably to disappear into the archive.
If the age of globalization has ushered in an amnesiac culture, in which we have be-
come severed from our relationship to the present, then perhaps the illusions and delu-
sions of nostalgia, often cast as a kind of misperception of the past and of history, have
become instead useful tools, modes of spectral attention attuned not only to the traces
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of the past but also to what is unrecoverable from it. Nostalgia implies a fundamental
ambivalence for its object, which becomes immediately substituted for an illusion or
delusion. Derrida’s description of nostalgia as a kind of compulsive homesickness,
for example, implies an imaginary, psychic investment in the ideal of the home as
IKWUXMV[I\WZaÅO]ZMNWZ[WUMW\PMZSQVLWN TIKSWZIJ[MVKM*]\INÅ`QVOU]ZLMZ
as the object of nostalgia seems to resist the ambivalence toward the object at the
heart of nostalgia. The important dynamic here, then, becomes the productive ten-
sion between nostalgia’s object-ambivalence and the epistemological imperatives that
characterize discourses of murder. In a discussion of Wong Kar-wai’s Happy Together
!!:Ma+PW_IZ\QK]TI\M[VW[\ITOQIQV[QUQTIZ\MZU[I[¹VW\[QUXTaIPIVSMZQVO
IN\MZI[XMKQÅKPQ[\WZQKITXI[\ºJ]\ZI\PMZ¹IKWVLQ\QWV\PI\KIVVM^MZJMN]TTaI\\IQVML
J]\_PQKPQ[\PMZMNWZMIT_Ia[LM[QZMLIVLX]Z[]MLº.WK][QVOUWZMWVMUW\QWVITKWV-
^MZOMVKM[JM\_MMVXMWXTMIVLWV_PI\Q\UMIV[\WJMPIXXa\WOM\PMZ+PW_¼[[XMKQÅK
context is different, but the nostalgic imperative she describes—“pursuit of what is
]T\QUI\MTa]VZMIKPIJTMº¸Q[\PM[IUM16 This is a nostalgia not for murder itself, not
for a return to violence or even for a time and place, but for the kind of attention that
murder demands.
The Archive at the End of History. The difference between the opening scene and
\PMÅVITWVM[MMU[\WLZIUI\QbM.ZMLZQK2IUM[WV¼[_MTTSVW_VIZO]UMV\IJW]\\PM
XW[\UWLMZV¼[QVIJQTQ\a\W\PQVSPQ[\WZQKITTaIVLUWZM[XMKQÅKITTaIJW]\\PMLQNNMZMVKM
between modern and postmodern temporalities.17 Modernism requires a “culture of
QVKWUXTM\MUWLMZVQbI\QWVºQVWZLMZ\WNWZMOZW]VL\PM^IT]MWN \MUXWZITQ\aJMKI][M
subjects are still capable of contrasting modernization against older agrarian models,
whereas in postmodernism “the premodern vanishes . . . then the very sense of an
alternate temporality disappears as well, and postmodern generations are dispossessed
_Q\PW]\M^MVSVW_QVOQ\WN IVaLQNNMZMV\QIT[MV[MWN \PI\LMMX\QUM\PMÅZ[\UWLMZV[
[W]OP\\WQV[KZQJMQV\PMQZ_ZQ\QVOº18 The opening scene is a study in contrasts, between
\PMMVKTW[]ZMWN \PMQZZQOI\QWVLQ\KPIVL\PM^I[\VM[[WN \PMÅMTLJM\_MMV\PMPIZ[P
\MUXWZITÅVQ\]LMWN \PMKWZX[MIVL\PM[XI\QITQVÅVQ\aWN \PMPWZQbWVIVLJM\_MMV
the innocence of the unaware child perched directly over the corpse and the crimi-
VITXMZ^MZ[Q\aZMY]QZMLNWZ[]KPIJZ]\ITZIXMIVLU]ZLMZ<PMÅVIT[KMVMPW_M^MZ
TIKS[_PI\2IUM[WVUQOP\LM[KZQJMQV\PMMIZTQMZ[KMVMI[¹KWUXIZI\Q[\XMZKMX\QWVº19
?PMZMI[\PMWXMVQVO[KMVM\]ZVMLWVI[MZQM[WN WXXW[Q\QWV[\PMÅVIT[KMVMLMXQK\[
8ISI[I[WTQ\IZaKWVN][MLIVLLQ[\ZM[[MLÅO]ZM[\IVLQVOITWVMQVLQ[KWUNWZ\_Q\P\PM
knowledge given to him by the young girl, who, unlike the young boy in the opening
[KMVM[ LWM[ VW\ [MZ^M I[ I KWV\ZI[\QVO ÅO]ZM <PQ[ ÅVIT [KMVM \P][ M`XZM[[M[ 2IUM-
son’s sense of unnoticed dispossession, as though the consequence of never arriving
16 Rey Chow, “Nostalgia of the New Wave: Structure in Wong Kar-wai’s Happy Together,” Camera Obscura 14 (1999):
36.
17 Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism, or The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism (Durham, NC: Duke University Press,
1991), 1.
18 Fredric Jameson, “The End of Temporality,” Critical Inquiry 29, no. 4 (2003): 699.
19 Ibid.
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at narrative and juridical closure and of breaching the genre has prevented the past,
[XMKQÅKITTa\PMZMKMV\XI[\NZWUM^MZJMQVOZMKWZLMLI[PQ[\WZa
This failure, in various forms, has been described as the end of history, and the
end of temporality, which Jameson glosses as “a dramatic and alarming shrinkage
WN  M`Q[\MV\QIT \QUM IVL \PM ZML]K\QWV \W I XZM[MV\ \PI\ PIZLTa Y]ITQÅM[ I[ []KP IVa
TWVOMZ OQ^MV \PM ^QZ\]IT MNNIKMUMV\ WN  \PI\ XI[\ IVL N]\]ZM \PI\ KIV ITWVM LMÅVM I
XZM[MV\QV\PMÅZ[\XTIKMº20 Our sense of time passing becomes attenuated, as does
our experience of the present. These temporal shifts in turn express a deep problem
in Korean history and historicity, the feeling that modernity was lived but somehow
VW\IXXZMPMVLML\PI\\PMZMKMV\XI[\¸UWZM[XMKQÅKITTa\PMITT\WWY]QKSXMZQWLWN 
modernization—has been forgotten because it was never properly recorded. Jameson
has argued more recently, however, that the end of history is itself historicizable, and
\PI\\PQ[UW^MUMV\I_IaNZWU\MUXWZITQ\a\W_IZL[XIKMQ[I[aUX\WUI\QKÅK\QWVWN 
globalization and late capitalism.21 As such it is more an ideologeme than an episteme,
more an allegorical trope than an epochal structure of feeling. The end of history is
VW\I\MUXWZITQ\aQVW\PMZ_WZL[[WU]KPI[IZMK]ZZQVOÅO]ZM\PI\Q[M^WSMLQVKMZ-
tain historical circumstances.
 .WTTW_QVO 2IUM[WV 1 LW VW\ZMIL\PMÅTU¼[ ZMVLMZQVOWN  \PMMVL WN  PQ[\WZa \PM
failure of the detective story–cum–historical narrative, as an epistemological moment,
nor do I wish to rehash the debate between Francis Fukuyama and his critics. Rather,
I want to think of the end of history as expressed by Memories of Murder as an ap-
propriation of that ideologeme and thus as an explicit commentary on Korea in the
globalized age. Beyond merely pointing out a symptom of an era, this appropriation,
more importantly, critiques an ethos. Treating the end of history as a trope rather than
IVMXQ[\MUWTWOQKITUWUMV\\PMÅTUQV[PWZ\ZMXZM[MV\[IXI[\\PI\Q[ZMUMUJMZML
as missed, remembered as somehow unmemorable. But this blankness, rather than
authorizing neoliberal forgetting, resolves instead into an inchoate sense of uneasiness.
The end of history is not an ending at all but a beginning, though one characterized
TM[[JaJTQVLWX\QUQ[U\PIVJaKI]\QWVIVLLQ[KWUNWZ\1V\PMÅVIT[KMVM\PMV8IS
OIbM[I\I_W]TLJMWJRMK\WN VW[\ITOQI\PM_QLMWXMVZ]ZIT[XIKM\PI\MIZTQMZ[QOVQÅML
a premodern way of life, but here it is bereft of these associations. In gazing at the
ÅMTL8ISQ[VW\VW[\ITOQKNWZI\QUMIVLXTIKM#ZI\PMZNWTTW_QVO\PMQV\MZIK\QWV_Q\P\PM
aW]VOOQZTPMQ[ZMÆMK\QVOWV\PMXI[\WV\PMU]ZLMZQV^M[\QOI\QWV[IVLWVITQNMPMVW
longer lives. In the previously discussed sense of KP¼]à WS, he is remembering murder. As
a moment of awakening and coming to consciousness, the complex operation is one
\PI\PWTL[\PMNWVLVM[[WN VW[\ITOQKZMUMUJZIVKMQV\MV[QWV_Q\PPWZZQÅK^QWTMVKM
It is a nostalgia that is incapable of ambivalence toward its object. The end of the
ÅTU\P][KWQVKQLM[VW\_Q\PIUVM[QIIVLIXI\Pa\W_IZLIVQVKZMI[QVOTaLQ[\IV\XI[\
but rather with an open-ended expression of restlessness and an implicit call for an
alternate form of historiography that might supplement the failed investigatory model.
Memories of Murder thus intervenes in this critical moment, at the proverbial end of his-
tory, as if to suggest that, though we may be standing at the precipice of late capitalism
20 Ibid., 708.
21 Ibid., 695–718.
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and global amnesia, it might not be too late to remember. The end of history, in short,
is not the end of historiography.
 <PMÅTUWNNMZ[IU]KPUWZMKWVKZM\MÅO]ZI\QWVWN \PQ[VM_QUXMZI\Q^MIVLKIV
thus be read not only as a narrative of failed investigation and detective obsolescence
but also as a narrative of a newly emergent freedom for the Korean press in the late
! [<PMXMZQWLWN \PM[MU]ZLMZQV^M[\QOI\QWV[_I[IT[WI\QUM_PMV\PM[\I\M¼[\QOP\
OZQXWV\PMXZM[[L]ZQVO\PM+PWà V<]P_IVILUQVQ[\ZI\QWVÅVITTaTWW[MVML]VLMZ\PM
pressure of student protests. In fact, Memories of Murder might be understood as an al-
legorical treatment of the central driving tension behind these sweeping changes, the
opposition of student groups to police brutality in particular. As John Kie-chiang Oh
PI[[]OOM[\ML¹C<EPM[KITMIVLVI\]ZMWN LMUWV[\ZI\QWV[QV\PM[]UUMZWN ! ºI
XMZQWL_PQKPKWQVKQLM[_Q\P\PMPMQOP\WN \PMQV^M[\QOI\QWVQV\PMÅTU¹_MZM]VXZMK-
MLMV\MLº22 Detective Cho’s amputation is a clear commentary on the issue of police
JZ]\ITQ\a J]\ \PM ÅTU ZMOQ[\MZ[ \PQ[ Q[[]M UWZM []J\Ta MT[M_PMZM ) ZQW\ MZ]X\[ I\ WVM
point, for example, and policemen, led by Cho’s right foot, suppress the crowd. At
another point, we hear a brief news broadcast on a television in a restaurant about the
trial of Mun Kang-je, a policeman charged in Inchon for torture and sexual assault,
JMNWZM+PW\PZW_[IJW\\TM\PZW]OP\PM[KZMMVIVL[\IZ\[IÅOP\_Q\P\PMXI\ZWV[WN \PM
ZM[\I]ZIV\_PW_MZMLQ[XIZIOQVO5]VIVL\PMXWTQKMQVOMVMZIT1VNIK\\PMKWVÆQK\
JM\_MMV\PMXWTQKMIVL\PMUIQVTMOQ\QUI\M[][XMK\WN \PMÅTU¸IJWaQ[PUIV_Q\P
soft hands who attended a four-year university (a crucial point of class distinction)—re-
ÆMK\[\PMSQVLWN KWVÆQK\[\PI\_MZMMZ]X\QVOJM\_MMVXWTQKMIVLXZWLMUWKZIKa[\]LMV\
LMUWV[\ZI\WZ[ITTIZW]VL\PMKW]V\Za<PMUMUWZaWN \PM[MKWVÆQK\[_I[[W[\ZWVO\PI\
+PWàV<]P_IV_I[[MV\MVKML\WLMI\PQV!!NWZPQ[ZWTMQV\PM3_IVOR]UI[[IKZMQV
which some 2,000 protesters of martial law were killed, though he was later pardoned.
Press freedom in this period, in some ways, can thus be understood directly in rela-
tion to the police, as the force that checks that arm (or leg) of the state’s power, and
does so ironically through an investigative method borrowed from the very institution
it monitors. To be sure, the press in postwar Korea is notorious for its complicity with
the state and KPIMJWàT (powerful corporate conglomerate) dominance, but at this historical
UWUMV\IVLQVZMTI\QWV\W\PMXWTQKMQ\[MMU[\WÅO]ZMLQNNMZMV\Ta1V\PQ[VIZZI\Q^MWN 
failed detection, the investigative function seems to pass from police to press, as does the
responsibility for social justice. Skepticism about the police has made them the object
WN LQ[KQXTQVMIVLVWTWVOMZQ\[X]Z^MaWZ)VM_SQVLWN LM\MK\Q^M,M\MK\Q^M;WàKWUM[
to the small rural town as a volunteer for the investigation, bringing with him big-city
know-how and sophisticated investigative techniques. Although he does not narrate his
inspiration, it is likely that he is motivated by stories that publicized these rural crimes to
urban audiences in the press. Korean newspapers in this period were given the right to
XTIKMKWZZM[XWVLMV\[QVZ]ZITIZMI[IVL\PMSQVLWN XZM[[KW^MZIOM\PI\\PMÅTULMXQK\[
in this murder case might not have been possible before these newly accorded press liber-
\QM[;W\PW]OPPMQ[IXWTQKMWNÅKMZPQU[MTN;WàIT[WZMXZM[MV\[Ja^QZ\]MWN PQ[^MZaXZM[-
ence in the countryside, the power of the press in the public imagination in this period.
22 John Kie-chiang Oh, Korean Politics: The Quest for Democratization and Economic Development (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1999), 91.
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Of course, the global media in the age of deregulation is often regarded (appropriately)
as a conspiratorial force with movements of late capitalism, and it is easy to dump the
ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV[WN \PMVM_[QV\PMÅTUWV\W\PM[KZIXPMIXWN XW[\UWLMZVIUVM[QI*]\
Q\Q[[QOVQÅKIV\\WVW\M\PI\\PMXMZQWL\PI\\PMÅTUVIZZI\M[IVMZI\PI\KWQVKQLM[_Q\P
the murders, is one marked by an emergent press freedom, which becomes capable—if
only temporarily—of checking and opposing the power of the state.
 1\Q[_WZ\P_PQTMI\\PQ[XWQV\\WZM^QM_\PMLI\M[WNNMZMLQV\PMÅTU+PW¼[PW[XQ\IT
^Q[Q\WKK]Z[WV7K\WJMZ! _PQKPQ[IT[WXZMKQ[MTa\PMWVMaMIZIVVQ^MZ[IZaWN 
\PMÅZ[\U]ZLMZ<PM.*1TIJZMXWZ\\PI\,M\MK\Q^M[8ISIVL;WàZMKMQ^MI\\PMKTQUI`
WN \PMÅTU[PW_[\PI\\PMZMY]M[\NWZ\M[\[_I[[MV\ILIaIN\MZ+PW¼[[]ZOMZaWV7K\W-
JMZ! )T\PW]OP\PMLI\MWN \PMKTQUI`Q[VW\M`XTQKQ\TaOQ^MVWVMUQOP\NIQZTa
estimate—factoring in bureaucratic delay, international mail time, and rural postal
service—that this FBI document arrives at the Korean countryside around a week or
so after the original request was sent. So let us approximate that the climactic scene
WN \PMÅTU\ISM[XTIKMWVWZIJW]\7K\WJMZ!! 1IUWN KW]Z[M\ISQVOTQJMZ\QM[
PMZMJ]\\PMaIZMI]\PWZQbML1_W]TL[]OOM[\Ja\PMÅTU¼[[]J\TMQV[Q[\MVKMWV\PM
prominence of calendrical time. The date is also an auspicious one in modern South
3WZMIV PQ[\WZa# Q\ Q[ \PM LI\M WV _PQKP \PM OW^MZVUMV\¼[ KWV[\Q\]\QWV _I[ WNÅKQITTa
and extensively amended to provide for democratic reforms and to limit the power of
\PMUQTQ\IZaQVVI\QWVITOW^MZVUMV\<PW]OP\PMWNÅKQITMVLWN \PM+PWà V<]P_IV
administration came later, the constitutional amendment formed the legal grounds for
\PQ[XZWNW]VL\ZIV[NWZUI\QWV1VW\PMZ_WZL[\PMKTQUI`WN \PMÅTUKWQVKQLM[KTW[MTa
with a fundamentally transformative moment in national history.
 )T\PW]OP\PMÅTUQKUWUMV\Q[WVMWN \ZIOMLaIVLKWVN][QWVLMXQK\QVO\PM]T\Q-
mate failure of the investigation, the simultaneous historical moment is one of great
optimism; the end here is also a new beginning. Furthermore, one of the most cru-
KQIT MTMUMV\[ WN  \PM KWV[\Q\]\QWVIT IUMVLUMV\ _I[ )Z\QKTM  XIZIOZIXP  _PQKP
guaranteed both a free press and the right to free assembly: “Licensing or censorship
of speech and the press, and licensing of assembly and association shall not be al-
TW_MLº23 While it is fair to point out that corruption, along with the forces of global
capitalism, foreclosed on any reasons for optimism for the press fairly soon after this
XMZQWLQ\Q[IT[WNIQZ\WXWQV\W]\\PI\\PMÅTUÅVL[[WUM\PQVO_WZ\P_PQTMIVLPWXMN]T
to preserve. Bits and pieces of the news media and its documentary possibilities are
quietly omnipresent; police events are always accompanied by their representation in
the press, often to the frustration of the police. So what do we make of this depiction
WN XI[\PWXM_PMV\PMN]\]ZMXZW^M[Q\\WJM]VR][\QÅML'?PI\LWM[Q\UMIVNWZI
ÅTUZMTMI[ML_PMV\PMXZM[[_I[^QM_MLKaVQKITTa\WLMXQK\\PMXZM[[QV! \PMaMIZ
press restrictions were formally lifted by the Korean government, including the prohi-
bition against putting correspondents in rural areas?
In his review essay on Derrida’s Specters of Marx \Q\TML ¹5IZ`¼[ 8]ZTWQVML 4M\\MZº
Jameson positions himself late on the chain of sleuths, just as Derrida had famously
23 Quoted in Oh, Korean Politics, 104. These constitutional changes came partially in response to great public demand. See Susan Chira, “Korea’s Press Awaits the Promised Freedom,” New York Times, July 1, 1987. See also
Kyu Ho Youm, Press Law in South Korea (Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1996), 58–59.
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positioned himself with respect to Edgar Allan Poe and Jacques Lacan years earlier on
\PM[]JRMK\WN 8WM¼[[MUQVIT\ITMWN LM\MK\QWVNMI\]ZQVO\PMXZMMUQVMV\LM\MK\Q^MÅO]ZM
C. Auguste Dupin. But perhaps the most important originator of discourse in the essay is
not Marx but Benjamin, whose concept of messianism, as Jameson explains, plays an im-
portant role in Derrida’s oddly optimistic reading of late capitalism. Contextualizing such
hopefulness in such a milieu, Jameson points out that Benjamin’s messianism is marked by
¹\PMXIQVWN LQ[IXXWQV\UMV\IVL\PM[PIZXM`XMZQMVKMWN LMNMI\º0MKWV\QV]M[
The very idea of the messianic then brings the whole feeling of dashed hopes
and impossibility along with it: and it is this that it means in Benjamin as well.
You would not evoke the messianic in a genuinely revolutionary period, a period
in which changes can be sensed at work all around you; the messianic does not
mean immediate hope in that sense, perhaps not even hope against hope; it is a
unique variety of the species hope that scarcely bears any of the latter’s normal
KPIZIK\MZQ[\QK[IVL\PI\ÆW]ZQ[PM[WVTaQVI\QUMWN IJ[WT]\MPWXMTM[[VM[[24
Against its representation of the end of history staged as the end of detection, Memories
of Murder posits this sort of messianic hope, what Derrida elsewhere describes as “mes-
[QIVQKQ\a_Q\PW]\UM[[QIVQ[Uº25 Easily dismissible as mere nostalgia—not quite for a
time and place, but more for the possibility of facts and knowing—the representation
WN  \PM XZM[[ QV \PM ÅTU XZM[MV\[ \PM XW[[QJQTQ\a WN  _PI\ Q[ NWZ ,MZZQLI ]T\QUI\MTa I
kind of spectral hope that emerges only when there is no reason for it, through a kind
of heterogeneous experience of time. The hope is based not on the abiding strength
of institutions like the press as such, but rather on the press’s critical capacities with
respect to everyday life.
 <PMXZM[[QV! NZWU\PMXMZ[XMK\Q^MWN VWTWVOMZ[QOVQÅM[IV]VY]ITQÅML
optimism. In the intervening period, the Korean media as well as the global media in
general had done much to disappoint those early days of heady enthusiasm. But rather
than attempting to recuperate the press itself as a mechanism for restoring some sense
WN  PQ[\WZQKQ\a *WVO XZM[MZ^M[ VW\ Q\[ QV[\Q\]\QWV[ J]\ Q\[ N]VK\QWV [XMKQÅKITTa Q\[ IJQT-
ity to archive, and in a manner that calls attention to its own limits. Furthermore, he
KTIQU[\PQ[IJQTQ\aVW\NWZVM_[XIXMZ[WZNWZRW]ZVITQ[UQVOMVMZITJ]\NWZÅTU1V\PQ[
ZM[XMK\WVMUQOP\LZI_IXIZITTMTJM\_MMV\PMTQJMZITQbI\QWVXWTQKQM[WN \PM! [\PI\
][PMZMLQV\PMVM_MZIWN XZM[[NZMMLWUIVL\PMKWVÆ]MVKMWN OW^MZVUMV\ITXWTQKQM[
IVLUI\MZQITKWVLQ\QWV[QV\PMTI\M!![IVLMIZTa[\PI\ZMTI`MLKMV[WZ[PQXIVL
OI^MÅTUUISMZ[WXXWZ\]VQ\QM[\WM`XTWZM\PMQZKZIN\_Q\PZMTI\Q^MTaTQ\\TMQV\MZNMZMVKM
Memories of Murder was, of course, made in this context. One characteristic of this mo-
ment in Korean cinema was the ability of serious, challenging cinematic art to appeal
to a broader public and to achieve commercial success.26 This was made possible by a
combination of factors: the easing governmental oversight of content combined with
24 Fredric Jameson, “Marx’s Purloined Letter,” New Left Review 209 (1995): 106.
25 Jacques Derrida, “Marx and Sons,” in Ghostlier Demarcations: A Symposium on Jacques Derrida’s “Specters of
Marx,” ed. Michael Sprinkler (London: Verso, 1999), 250–251.
26 See Darcy Paquet, “The Korean Film Industry: 1992 to the Present,” in New Korean Cinema, ed. Chi-yun Shin and
Julian Stringer (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2005), 33.
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Figure 5. A sequence of shots shows the police chief reading the newspaper in Memories of Murder (CJ Entertainment, 2003). The first three show the extraneous cut that divides the shot into two discrete parts. The
remaining frames display the flickering image of the chief through the space underneath the passing train.

QVKZMI[MLOW^MZVUMV\ÅVIVKQIT[]XXWZ\\PM_Q\PLZI_ITWN KPIMJWàTQV\MZM[\NZWU\PMÅTU
industry because of the IMF crisis, and the emergence of venture capitalists who were
TM[[QV\Z][Q^MQV\PMÅTUUISQVOQ\[MTN IVL\P][UWZMKWVL]KQ^M\WIZ\Q[\QKNZMMLWU27
 )JZQMN [KMVMQV\PMÅTU[]OOM[\[\PQ[XIZITTMTJM\_MMVVM_[XIXMZRW]ZVITQ[UIVL
ÅTUQVLMKQLMLTaUI\MZQIT\MZU[)N\MZ\PMMIZTaJT]VLMZ[QV\PMQV^M[\QOI\QWV\PMXW-
lice chief reads in the +PW[WàV1TJW about the changes made to the investigative team. We
see a close-up of the newspaper, which he is reading while walking. The chief turns
the page by slapping the paper shut, shifting one page from right to left hand, and then
reopening it. This is, of course, a fairly standard means of turning large newspaper
pages, especially if one is reading while standing. But at precisely the moment when
the page turns, there is an odd, arguably unnecessary cut to the next shot. In other
words, instead of the camera focusing steadily on the paper while the chief turns the
page to reveal the next one, there is an extraneous cut that divides the shot into two
discrete parts, as if to suggest a material equivalence between the newspaper’s page
I[I]VQ\WN QVNWZUI\QWVIVLI[XTQKML[MOUMV\WN ÅTU<PM[MKWVL[PW\IN\MZ\PMK]\
is reframed to magnify the effect. In addition, in the upper right-hand corner of the
shot we see the steady blur of a train passing by; its continuous movement and distinct
_PQZZQVO [W]VL IZM [WUM_PI\ ZMUQVQ[KMV\ WN  I ÅTU XZWRMK\WZ .]Z\PMZQVO \PM KWV-
nection, the next shot shows the chief, still reading the paper, from the other side of
\PMXI[[QVO\ZIQVIVL_M[MM\PMKPQMN ÆQKSMZQVJM\_MMV\PMXI[[QVO_PMMT[IVW\PMZ
QUIOM\PI\Q[[]OOM[\Q^MWN \PMUMKPIVQ[U[WN ÅTUXZWRMK\QWVIVLWN bWM\ZWXM[_PQKP
IZMWN\MVKQ\MLI[IXZW\WÅTUQK\MKPVWTWOa.QO]ZM;WI\\PM^MZaUWUMV\\PI\\PM
audience is invited to view the news media at work in monitoring the actions of the po-
TQKM_MIZMIT[W[]J\TaXZM[MV\ML_Q\PIVQUIOQVIZaKWVÆI\QWVWN ÅTUIVLVM_[XIXMZ[
27 Ibid., 43–45. See also Dal Yong Jin, “Cultural Politics in Korea’s Contemporary Films under Neoliberal Globalization,” Media, Culture, and Society 28, no. 1 (2006): 5–23; and Doobo Shim, “Hybridity and the Rise of Korean
Popular Culture in Asia,” Media, Culture, and Society 28, no. 1 (2006), 31–35.
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as if the two media were somehow fundamentally alike, not just in social function but
also, more radically, in material apparatus. And though this connection is suggested as
a formal similarity, by implication it extends to their ideological function as well. This
NWZUIT[MTNKWV[KQW][VM[[_PQKPXW[Q\QWV[ÅTUQVZMTI\QWV\WVM_[UMLQI\P][M`\MVL[
to the latter’s capacity, however short-lived, to critique culture.
 )VaPWXMNWZMQ\PMZÅTUWZRW]ZVITQ[UPW_M^MZZMUIQV[UM[[QIVQKQV\PM[MV[M2IUM-
[WVLM[KZQJM[QV\PI\NWZ*WVO\PM[MUWUMV\[WN XZM[[IVLÅTUQKNZMMLWUIZM\ZIV[QMV\
I\JM[\*WVOQ[\WWLMN\I[WKQITWJ[MZ^MZ[QUXTa\WPWTLITWN\ÅTUWZ\PMXZM[[I[IXW-
\MV\QIT[Q\M_PMZM\PQ[KZQ[Q[WN UMUWZaIVLPQ[\WZaUQOP\JMZM[WT^ML0MXW[Q\QWV[ÅTU
in a relationship to globalization similar to that which the press took toward military
dictatorship in the period he chronicles. In both cases, although it is the government
that relaxes the strictures under which these enterprises operate, however motivated by
X]JTQKXZM[[]ZM\PM3WZMIVXZM[[QV\PM! [IVL3WZMIVÅTUI\\PM\]ZVWN \PM\_MV\a
ÅZ[\KMV\]ZaIXXZWXZQI\M\PMXW_MZ\WKPMKSQLMWTWOQKITTa\PM^MZaQV[\Q\]\QWV[\PI\OZIV\
\PMU\PM[MWXXWZ\]VQ\QM[QV\PMÅZ[\XTIKM*]\QN ÅTUKIVXMZNWZU\PM[IUMN]VK\QWV\PI\
\PMXZM[[XZW^QLMLQV\PMTI\M! [Q\KIVIT[W[]NNMZ\PM[IUMNI\M<PMÅTU]T\QUI\MTa
refrains from any triumphalism: the investigation remains a failure in 2003, just as it was
QV! /TWJITQbI\QWVM`IKMZJI\M[\PMXZWJTMU#Q\[LZQ^M\W_IZLN]\]ZQ\aUISM[Q\IU-
bivalent toward the past and in so doing causes a rupture in temporality itself, frustrating
the detective’s imperative toward coherent and ordered temporalities.
More important than solving the case is the mode of attention required for investi-
OI\QWVIVL\PMUW[\QUXWZ\IV\PQ[\WZQWOZIXPQK^IT]M\PI\ÅTUIL^WKI\M[Q[Q\[IZKPQ^IT
[MV[QJQTQ\a)[1PI^M[]OOM[\MLVIZZI\Q^MUWLM[WN UMUWZaIVLPQ[\WZaQV\PMÅTU
prove woefully inadequate, an inadequacy that is dramatized by the failure of the de-
tective. Frustrations of the viewer in relation to genre become the frustrations of global
subjects in relation to history. But though the fragments of the past fail to cohere, they
seem at least accessible, however ordinary, trivial, or banal, in the form of archival
matter. The end of history, Memories of Murder implicitly points out, is ironically ac-
companied by a steep ramping up of archival activity, the overabundance of which
is perhaps one reason for this end. Everything has been documented, but narrative
seems incapable of ordering the archive.
 <PMPWXMWN \PMIZKPQ^MPW_M^MZQ[UWZM[XMKQÅKQV\PMÅTU\PIVI^IO]MPWXM
for the utility of aging mementos. This is not the hope of the cold case, in which some
later detective, keener and sharper, perhaps armed with technologies that we cannot
imagine, will heroically solve the mystery at last. Rather, if paper documents (bureau-
KZI\QKNWZU[IVLVM_[XIXMZ[UIQV\IQV\PMXW[[QJQTQ\aWN NIK\QV\PMÅTUPW_M^MZI\-
\MV]I\ML\PQ[XW[[QJQTQ\aUQOP\JM\PMUMLQ]UWN ÅTUQVMemories of Murder preserves
the possibility of distinct temporality. The hope of the archive is not exactly the hope
for memory or even for history, but the hope for a return of temporality, the sense of
time happening in relation to historical time, that is equally aware of the way in which
it immediately vanishes. Implicit in this hope is a heterogeneous experience of time.
5IZa)VV,WIVMPI[I\\ZQJ]\ML\PQ[KPIZIK\MZQ[\QK\W\PMLQ[K]Z[Q^MXW_MZWN ÅTUQV
\PMMIZTa\_MV\QM\PKMV\]Za.QTU[PM[]OOM[\[IZKPQ^M[¹\PMM`XMZQMVKMWN XZM[MVKMº
She adds, “[I]t is the disjunctiveness of a presence relived, of a presence haunted by
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historicity. . . . [F]ilm makes visible not a knowledge of the original but a certain pass-
QVO\MUXWZITKWVÅO]ZI\QWVº28<PMM`XMZQMVKMWN XZM[MVKMQV\PMÅTUQVW\PMZ_WZL[
is inextricable from an experience of absence as well.
Doane goes on to describe the archival procedures implicit in the apparatus of
ÅTUI[ISQVLWN KWUXMV[I\WZa\MKPVWTWOaIOIQV[\UWLMZVQ\a¼[LMTM\MZQW][MNNMK\WV
human temporal experience, which she describes in the lexicon of loss: “It is not only
the past which seems ‘lost’ and in dire need of reconstitution, but the present as well, a
XZM[MV\\PI\Q[\PM^QK\QUWN ZI\QWVITQbI\QWVIVLM[\ZIVOMUMV\?PI\ÅTUIZKPQ^M[
\PMVQ[ÅZ[\IVLNWZMUW[\I»TW[\¼M`XMZQMVKMWN \QUMI[XZM[MVKM\QUMI[QUUMZ[QWVº29
Memories of Murder attempts to archive presence and the present in such terms, and not in
IVaVIQ^MMVLMI^WZ\WZMXZM[MV\XZM[MVKMI[[]KP:I\PMZ\PMÅTUQUIOQVM[\PMXW[-
sibility of a presence haunted by historicity, in which one feels at once the proximity
and distance of the past as well as the way in which the recent present slips away from
us, unevenly recorded for posterity.
 -IZTaWVQV\PMQV^M[\QOI\QWV_M[MM,M\MK\Q^M;WàX]\\QVOQVITI\MVQOP\I\\PMXWTQKM
station. The lights have been turned off because of an air-raid drill; we hear a siren
in the background and a voice on a loudspeaker that barks out procedural instruc-
\QWV[0WTLQVOIÆI[PTQOP\\PI\ZMÆMK\[JIKS
\PM ÅTU XZWRMK\WZ¼[ TQOP\ ;Wà ÆQX[ \PZW]OP
a series of documents pertaining to the
KI[M .QO]ZM  1V WVM [MY]MVKM PM ÆQX[
through a series of similar photographs de-
picting the murder victims, another refer-
MVKM\W\PMÅTUUMLQ]UQ\[MTN6W\]VTQSMI
ÆQXJWWS\PM[MZQM[WN [\QTT[Q[[]OOM[\Q^MWN 
the individual static images that compose a
[\ZQXWN ÅTU\PMZMJaKWVVMK\QVO\PMUI\M-
ZQITIK\WN QV^M[\QOI\QWV\W\PMÅTUQKIXXI-
Figure 6. Detective Sŏ goes over some evidence
ZI\][;WàXZWKMML[\WM`IUQVMMIKPQUIOM
late at night at the police station in Memories of
Murder (CJ Entertainment, 2003).
and document with care and deliberation,
but eventually his eyelids begin to get heavy, and he nods off for an instant.
 1V[PWZ\;WàQ[M`IUQVQVOISQVLWN IZKPQ^MQUIOQVMLQVÅTUQK\MZU[J]\\PM[KMVM
places less emphasis on the answers that might be found than on the careful attention
_Q\P_PQKP;WàI\\MVL[\WITT\PMQVLQ^QL]ITXQMKM[WN M^QLMVKM#PQ[LQTQOMVKMIVLI\\MV-
tiveness, and not the facts of the case, are the focal point of this scene. In addition, the
wailing siren in the background and the evacuation drill proceeding on the street below
XTIKM ;Wà¼[ TI\MVQOP\ MNNWZ\[ QV I JZWILMZ PQ[\WZQKIT KWV\M`\# \PQ[ Q[ QVLMML IV IZKPQ^M
haunted by history. Though their methods could not be more different, the close-ups
WN ;WàTWWSQVOI\LWK]UMV\[PMZMXIZITTMT\PMZMK]ZZQVOUW\QN WN ,M\MK\Q^M8ISXMMZQVO
QV\MV\TaQV\W\PMMaM[WN PQ[[][XMK\QV[PW\[IV\QKQXI\QVO\PMÅVIT\QOP\^QM_WN 8ISI\
\PMMVLWN \PMÅTUTWWSQVOLQZMK\TaQV\W\PMKIUMZI6MQ\PMZI\\MUX\I\KTW[MTWWSQVOQ[
28 Mary Ann Doane, The Emergence of Cinematic Time: Modernity, Contingency, the Archive (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2002), 23.
29 Ibid., 221–222.
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ultimately effective in the investigation, but effectiveness seems ultimately less important
\PIV\PMIK\WN I\\MV\Q^MTWWSQVOQ\[MTNISQVLWN IZKPQ^ITTWWSQVO_PQKP\PMÅTUQKIX-
paratus seems to facilitate and to appropriate from detection and journalism.
When the narrative of detection unravels, we are left with an archive of clues that
LWVW\ILL]X\WKWVKT][QWV[IVL]VUWWZMLNIK\[\PI\ÆWI\IJW]\NZMMTa]VZM[\ZIQVML
and undisciplined by the rigors of closure. Both through its representations of inves-
\QOI\QWVI[_MTTI[\PZW]OPQ\[[]J\TMXW[Q\QWVQVOWN ÅTUQKIZ\QÅKMQVZMTI\QWV\WW\PMZ
modes of investigation, Memories of Murder privileges the kind of close looking that the
archive demands, even (and especially) when that object of attention is unintelligible
or indeterminate. By chronicling and cataloging the various investigative modes that
attend to murder—not only in the form of police investigation but also in journalism
IVLJaQUXTQKI\QWVQVÅTUUISQVO¸\PMÅTUIZKPQ^M[\PMPMQOP\MVMLI\\MV\QWVIVL
concentration of such pursuits, taking up the Jamesonian question of how to go about
thinking historically in an age that has forgotten how.
So even though generic questions of the detective narrative are left open-ended,
\PMÅTU[MMU[\WXMZ[Q[\_Q\PI[MV[MWN PWXMQV\PMNIKMWN PWXMTM[[VM[[<PMPWXMWN 
\PMIZKPQ^MQ[VW\\PMJMTQMN \PI\[WUMTI\MZOMVQ][_QTT[]KKMMLQVÅO]ZQVOW]\INIQTML
case. Rather, it is a more modest historical hope, not for facts or historical narratives,
but for the attitudes required to interpret them. Instantiating a spectral historiogra-
phy, this hope is not exactly for history’s return, but for a heterogeneous experience
of time, a kind of time traveler’s appreciation of what is proximate and available to
memory in relation to that which is not recoverable or available. The centerpiece of
this hope then, as Derrida describes it in Archive Fever, is “the question of the future
itself, the question of a response, of a promise and of a responsibility for tomorrow. . . .
A spectral messianicity is at work in the concept of the archive and ties it, like religion,
TQSM PQ[\WZa TQSM [KQMVKM Q\[MTN \WI[QVO]TIZM`XMZQMVKMWN  \PMXZWUQ[Mº30 Here and
elsewhere, Derrida suggests that what must be remembered in order to have a future
worth living is not only the forgotten past but also the forgetting itself. His notions of
spectrality and hauntology are not efforts to reproduce fully the past in the present—they
LMÅVM\PMU[MT^M[IOIQV[\origin and ontology; rather, they imply efforts to reconsider and
foreground our relationship to various modes of absence. If we see the ghost of Ham-
let’s father, we do not mistake it for Hamlet’s father; we see that it is indeed a ghost.31
The imperative of spectrality, and of spectral historiography, is to bear witness not
only to the past but to its estranged strangeness as well. Memories of Murder thus func-
tions as a kind of archive that is at the same time aware of all the attending dangers.
Implicit is a double refusal of blind nostalgia for origin and home, on the one hand,
and of rampant postmodern indeterminacy, on the other. The hope of the archive is
\P][VW\IPWXMNWZÅO]ZQVOW]\_PWL]VQ\WZ_PI\PIXXMVMLIVLVW\IZM[]ZZMK\QWV
of a transcending past, but a return of a haunted present that might complicate our
pervasive resignation with lost time and call attention to our own amnesias. It is not the
hope of progress, technological or otherwise. It is the possibility not of memory itself
but, perhaps, of the memories of memories.
✽
30 Derrida, Archive Fever, 36.
31 See Jacques Derrida, Specters of Marx: The State of the Debt, the Work of Mourning, and the New International,
trans. Peggy Kamuf (New York: Routledge, 1994).
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